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sacai is pleased to announce the release of a limited edition T-shirt made with a sustainably 
developed Brewed Protein™ material produced by Spiber Inc., a Japanese biotechnology 
company. Spiber Inc. has been engaged in various pursuits aimed at creating a more sustainable 
society. The T-shirts will be available globally from January 18, 2020 at select stores where sacai 
products are carried. The collection features two styles in unisex sizes, each available in two 
colors: BLACK, and CHARCOAL GRAY, a limited option only available at sacai’s flagship 
Aoyama store. 
 
The graphics for both T-shirt styles were created by Art Director Fabien Baron incorporating text 
that sacai had selected from Spiber’s sustainability philosophies such as the words of Neil 
Armstrong, the first man to land on the moon,“One small step for man, one giant leap for 
mankind.”  
 
About Brewed Protein materials 
Brewed Protein materials, a proprietary product developed by Spiber, are made from structural proteins 
produced by microbial fermentation. This production process, which primarily utilizes plant resources, does 
not rely on petroleum or animals for its main raw materials. The characteristics of Brewed Protein materials 
can be modified according to end-product needs, and development is ongoing towards applications for use 
in the apparel, automotive, and various other industries. The “Brewed Protein” name derives from the unique 
fermentation process used to create the materials. 
 
About Spiber 
Based in Tsuruoka City, Yamagata Prefecture, Spiber is a Japanese venture company that develops 
sustainable new materials. Spiber’s proprietary structural Brewed Protein materials have the potential 
provide a compelling, sustainable solution to the needs of the apparel industry, which is seeking to move 
away from microplastics and animal-derived materials. Since its establishment in 2007, Spiber has raised 
more than 30 billion yen and is currently building the world's largest structural protein production facility in 
Thailand. 
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Color: BLACK, C/GRAY *C/GRAY color limited to sacai’s flagship Aoyama store 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Color: BLACK, C/GRAY *C/GRAY color limited to sacai’s flagship Aoyama store 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
< Stockist > 
- sacai Aoyama 
- sacai Sanlitun 
- sacai SKP-S 
- sacai On Lan Street 
- sacai Cheongdam 
- sacai Dover Street Market Singapore 
- sacai Dover Street Market London 
- sacai Selfridges 
- sacai Le Bon Marche 
- sacai Bergdorf Goodman 
- sacai Dover Street Market LA 
- sacai Dover Street Market NY 
- sacai Saks Fifth Avenue 
- Holt Renfrew 


